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Written by an interdisciplinary group comprised of lawyers, judges, psychologists, and adolescent and child psychiatrists, this book identifies and examines the major legal and mental health issues confronted in post-divorce custody and visitation litigation. It examines
state legislation and judicial doctrine as well as reform efforts such as the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act and the American Law Institute's Principles of the Law of Family Dissolution. As the authors themselves suggest, "a great many important and difficult divorcecustody legal and psychological issues have not been objectively and thoroughly explored in the literature and in courtrooms -- indeed, many of them have been the subjects of misleading and sometimes ignorant reports and testimony -- and judges and children and their
parents have been the losers." The book has been designed to provide a sort of glossary -- an objective description and analysis -- of the underlying mental health aspects of legal issues and mental health professionals' concerns about how those issues are approached and
resolved in divorce-custody cases. The book will be useful to practicing lawyers, mental health professionals and judges. "This book is full of practical gems... It would be a useful addition to a family court judge's collection, law firms or practitioners with child
custody practice, and an academic law library. It would also be useful to mental health practitioners who work in or advise those who work in the family court system." -- Legal Information ALERT
With Second Tentative Drafts of Acts on the Subjects of Marriages and Licenses to Marry and Family Desertion and Non-support
Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act
Constitutional Amendment Granting Congress Power to Establish Uniform Laws Relating to Marriage and Divorce
Mental Health Aspects of Custody Law
Legal Status of Homemakers
Dissolution is a new word for divorce. In Dissolution, Riane Eisler discusses the fundamental societal and litigious changes of divorce from an action that was until recently an unacceptable social phenomenon to what is now commonplace. The book compares the old divorce laws based on marital fault with new "no-fault" divorce laws, an analysis of the laws and institutions of
marriage and divorce, and alternatives (social and litigious) to marriage and divorce. Quotes about Dissolution: "Dissolution is must reading for every woman...whether she already believes in equal rights for all beings or belongs to the Phyllis Schlafly school of thought. Riane Eisler's work is the most definitive yet on the female species and her rights." – Rona Barrett, Good
Morning America, ABC-TV "Only those of us who have gone through divorce without your book can fully appreciate its value. Its factual information gives strength. Its innate empathy comforts. Its totality is an integral part of the body of great feminist writings." – Frances Lear, President, Lear Purvis Walker & Co.
Child Custody Determinations
And the Governors and Legislatures of the Several States, Together with the Resolutions Adopted by the Divorce Congress at Washington, February 19-23, 1906, Draft of a Uniform Law Relating to Annulment of Marriage and Divorce, and Separate Laws Relating to Return of Statistics on Marriage and Divorce, as Finally Adopted by the Divorce Congress at Philadelphia,
November 13-14, 1906
Conflict of Laws
1999 Supplement to Text, Cases and Materials on Sex-Based Discrimination
American Uniform Marriage and Marriage License Act

Today's wide-ranging family law courses challenge students to assimilate a vast array of material. Make sure your students Understand The scope and depth of the subject by requiring or recommending Family Law: Examples & Explanations . This new paperback simplifies study by stressing clarity and coherence:
straightforward presentation, with topics organized into discrete chapters to give quick access to specific principles comprehensive coverage puts family law in perspective and includes subjects not usually found in study guides, such as domestic violence, mediation, and professional responsibility focuses on what the
reader wants to know, with clear explanations of difficult areas provides citations for important cases and applicable statutes to serve as a valuable research tool. When you examine this powerful study guide, be sure to notice: the authors use of the proven and popular Examples & Explanations style to reinforce basic
knowledge and extend the application of that knowledge to a variety of situations - students must exercise higher level thinking skills, rather than rote recall relevant social science research that supplies an interdisciplinary perspective the text includes discussions of the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act, relevant
federal statutes, And The ALI Principles of the Law of Family Dissolution Family Law: Examples & Explanations is the study guide instructors can require or recommend with confidence.
Text, Cases and Materials on Sex-based Discrimination
Hearing Before a Subcommittee of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States Senate, Sixty-eighth Congress, First Session, on S.J. Res. 5, Proposing an Amendment to the Constitution of the United States Relative to Marriage and Divorce Laws, January 11, 1924
Dissolution
Family Law
An Apt and Cheerful Conversation on Marriage
Our first series of guides. For those in law school facing loads of information that culminates in the bar exam. 2-page laminated guide includes: • Pre-Marital Issues - courtship - gifts in contemplation of marriage • Marital Agreements - antenuptial - postnuptial - informal living arrangements • Marriage - Uniform Marriage & Divorce Act - formal requirements - conflict of laws - common-law marriage - putative marriage - subsequent marriages - change of name • Issues within Marriage
- general legal issues - procreation - contraception - abortion - illegitimacy • Termination of Marriage - divorce - annulment - separation agreements - adoption - assisted pregnancy - child support - children - parental rights - child custody
Address from the National Congress on Uniform Divorce Laws to the President and the Congress of the United States
The Uniform Annulment of Marriage and Divorce Act
National Interdisciplinary Colloquim on Child Custody Law
Examples and Explanations
1994 Supplement to Text, Cases and Materials on Sex-based Discrimination, Third Edition
The new edition of the popular Conflicts book (formerly Currie, Kay, Kramer and Roosevelt) contains two new main cases for personal jurisdiction, one for extraterritorial application of US law, and one for the New York choice of law approach. In addition, the latest edition features revised materials on the European legal approach to include recent codifications in the Rome I and II conventions.
This edition continues the tradition of organizing the teaching of conflicts around the broad themes reflected in different intellectual approaches to the problem.
Implications for Lesbian Mothers
Proposed Amendments to Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act
Desk Guide to the Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act
No-fault Divorce, Marriage, and the Future of Women
Uniform Marriage and Divorce Laws ...
California passed the first pure no-fault divorce law in the United States and some form of no-fault has been adopted in every state - but the divorce revolution it launched remains unfinished. Now specialists in the field have written a book that appraises the situation today, explains how we got where we are, and explores legislative options for the future.
Report of the Committee on Marriage and Divorce
Report of the Committee on Marriage and Divorce to the Commissioners on Uniform State Laws in National Conference in Re the "Marriage Evasion Act" and the Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Massachusetts Eugenics Acts
Uniform Laws Annotated
Amendments to Uniform Marriage and Divorce Act
Cases, Comments, Questions
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